
 
 

 

  

 

3 October 2023 
ELAN Sidcot School Art Project 

This autumn, ELAN schools have joined with Sidcot School to take part in an art project. Mrs Rogers, as art lead, 

attended a training day in the summer last year to learn what the project would entail and how to teach the 

techniques to the children.  

All children in Years 3, 4 and 5 (Butterfly and Firefly classes) will be carrying out the project in school and producing 

some finished pieces using the cyanotype process. This is a camera-less way of capturing objects using specialist 

paper and UV light.  

The project title is: Identity and therefore we are encouraging the children to think of objects and images that 

represent them. Over the next week, we would like it if the children could bring in any photographs, images and 

objects that they feel represent them. The more pictures and objects they have, the more interesting their images 

will be. We will be creating our collages next Tuesday (10th October) and so ask that anything that the children would 

like to include in their final pieces are brought in by then. We can provide images and magazines in school and if 

need be, take photos of them if they do not have one to bring in.  

These are some examples of Mrs Rogers’ final pieces which incorporate photographs of her and her children, 

animals (her son loves all things animals and Lion King), interesting leaves that she found and images she found in 

magazines that she liked. 

 

Year 5 children will exhibit their final pieces at Sidcot School and a date will be confirmed for their exhibition when 

parents can attend. We will hold an exhibition in school for those children in Years 3 and 4. 

Best wishes, 

Mrs Rogers 
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